
INSTRUCTIONS FOR

K1.5, K2.5, K3, K4, K6 WEAYER 3COPEo
(SERIES 60c)

FOCUS FOR INDIVIDUAL VISIOMN
Start with eyepiece backed out to the left so objects appear blurred. Then turn
in to the right until distant objects are clear and sharp. Then stop. The tehndency
is to screw eyepiece in too far,which impairs optical qualities and CauseSs eye
strain. Lock this adjustment with the knurled ring.

RDJUSTMENTS FOR WINDACE RND ELEVRTIOM
whe elevation adjusting screw is at the top of the scope.When turned in the
direction of the arrow with the word“UP“「“ the point of impact of the bullet is
raised.
whe windage adjusting screw is at the right side. Turning it in the direction of
the arrow with the letter““L“「 moves the point of impact of the bullets to the 1lett.
The adjusting screws are ftted with graduated discs. After sighting-in,the discs
can be set at zero by loosening the small screw in the center of the disc. Settings
for long range can be noted or marked o0n the disc.

CENTERINCG INTERNAL SCOPE ADJUSTMENTS
Windage and elevation adjustments are set at the factory so the line of sight
is parallel to the scope tube. If the adjustments have been moved,they should
be recentered before attaching the scope to the riHe. To recenter, turn baoth the
elevation and windage adjusting screws in as far as possible; then turn each
screw out the amount specifed in the following table:

K2.5 1 Turn and 4 graduations
K3, K6 1 Turn and 9 graduations
1.5, K4 2 Turnms and 4 graduations

SICHTINGC-IN
Usually .22 rifes are sighted-in at 50 to 75 yards, medium power at 100
yards,high power rifes at 200 yards.
To sight-in or target the rife use a rest under the forearm (not barrel) of the
gun,rest the elbows and shoot from the prone or sitting position. Resting the
barrel itself is likely to make the shots strike high and far out of the normal
group. Hold the scope exactly on the mark and fre several shots. This will show
where the bullets are striking and correction can be made with the windage
and elevation screws to bring the bullet group to the center of the target. Sight-
ing should be done carefully so you will be confdent the rife is shooting exact1y
where you aim.
BEach click of the windage and elevation screws will change the sight adjustment
as shown below. Changes at other ranges are proportionate.
 

 

 

50 aards 100 Yards 200 Yards

K1.5, K2.5, K3 Scopes per“Click“ 坤 “ 场 “ 17

K4, K6 Scopes per“Click「“ C    

Sigirtirg-ir 五xarrpie, 一2:5 Scope rarge t00 yards, buliets afe
striking 3“ low and 1“to the right. To center the bullet impact
in the bulls-eye turn the elevation screw 6 clicks (this
raises impact each click as shown in the chart gives a
change of 坤“at 100 yards) and turn the windage screw 2 clicks ff
“L「「“to move impact “ to the 1left. Turn 「女P“ 6 Clicks (37)

Turn L (lefH) 2 Clicks (17}

 

 

IMPORTIANT

The slightes+ movement of the scope or mounts w训 cause the gun to shoot inaccurately.
Everything mus+ be cells, base screws, scope clamping screws, f+urre+ screws.
Al| screws are hardened,+urn them as +igh+ as you can with a screw driver having a med-
ium large handie and a well fiHing, hardened blade. If necessary grind 计o f介 the screws.

A good mounting iob will hold +he scope rigidly so there can be no slippage or move-
men+ between any of the parts and will hold the scope in accurate alignmen+ with the
gun barrel so the windage and elevation adiustments remain centered after sightfing-in.

   

NOY卫: WWhen nsing any scopes o0n rifes having any noticeable recoil,be certain that the
scope is placed far enongh forvward on the gSnn to prevent contact of the secope and face or
seope anQd spectacles,when the rife recoils.
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